NH Tax-Aide – L&L Training Supplement

OVERVIEW
This document references training material needed by NH Tax-Aide tax counselors that is not included in or
different from the Link & Learn Taxes (“L&L”) Advanced course. The next page indicates L&L lessons that are
impacted. See “Training with L&L” for an overview of Tax-Aide vs. L&L differences.
Talk to your Instructor/Local Coordinator (“LC”) before using this document: They may plan to cover some
content in class, direct you to additional or alternative material, consider some topics out of scope, provide practice
requirements or other policies in your site/district, have other information for you, etc.
PROCESS BASED TRAINING
Training is not just about learning tax law, but understanding Tax-Aide policies, federal and state tax law, how to
use our references and tools, how to interview a client and how to prepare a return using TSO. Use your
references for studying, completing exercises, preparing practice returns and taking tests.
Key references cited frequently: Pub 4012 (with Tax-Aide modifications) and the AARP Tax-Aide Scope Manual
(“Scope Manual”). Refer to these documents whenever Tax-Aide scope differences are mentioned. If you
need more information see the National Tax Training Committee (“NTTC”) slides noted. Use “Rel 2” of the slides;
estimated slide locations are provided because only “Rel 1” was available. Use the pptx version of the slides,
instead of the pdfs, so you can see content in the “notes”.
NEW SOFTWARE:

TAXSLAYER ONLINE (TSO)

TSO 2016 Practice Lab (“PL”) will mirror production software. During training many software updates are
expected (to correct problems; reflect IRS updates to forms, state tax tables, etc.; and incorporate state tax
returns). Updates about software updates are provided in PL via the Message Center and VITA/TCE Blog. For
TSO input information use Pub 4012 with Tax-Aide modifications (on OSHC by the end of December).
HELPFUL LINKS & INFORMATION
L&L contains relevant IRS publications and forms within each lesson, but sometimes only excerpts and some
documents are in draft form: All IRS documents can be found at www.irs.gov . See your Instructor/LC for Pub
4012 and other printed documents provided in the L&L ‘kit’. The IRS issues Pub 4491X in December to
communicate updates to its training and reference materials.
You will also need documents and tools created for us by Tax-Aide: Information about software changes, the
Scope Manual, Tax-Aide modifications to Pub 4012 (there is an early version with just scope differences – don’t
make your changes until the final version with TSO and 4491X updates!), NTTC Release 2 slides, tools and
references, etc. All can be found on the One Support Help Center (“OSHC”) on the AARP Volunteer Portal at
https://login.aarp.org/online-community/saml/login.action?intcmp=AE-POL-IL . To receive e-mails whenever
updates are posted to OSHC, “follow” the applicable folders. During tax season Tax-Aide keeps volunteers up to
date with CyberTax e-mails.
The NH Tax-Aide website at www.nhtaxhelp.org contains materials developed in NH specifically for our
volunteers, as well as links to other sites we use (including those listed above).
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TOPIC = L&L lesson in italics, otherwise it’s a description of a topic not included on L&L
TRAINING INFORMATION = Reference to training or information not on L&L or different for Tax-Aide, errors, notes, etc.

This is how the Advanced course menu correlates with this document
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Volunteer
Standards of
Conduct
(“VSOC”)

IRS training for these tests - in Pubs 4961 (VSOC) and 5101 (II/QR) - mentions the need to
look at acceptable documents for photo identification and SSN/ITIN. While Tax-Aide
policy is a little different (see the “Filing Basics” lesson below), the IRS training and test
content is general enough so it doesn’t contradict our policy. The policy differences are
addressed under “Filing Basics” below.

&
Intake/
Interview &
QR (“II/QR”)

Additional training options:
 For interview practice see the Tax-Aide “Kate and Her Kid – Advanced Interview
Exercise” on OSHC.
 For guidance from Tax-Aide on reviewing returns see the “Gold Standard for Quality
Review” on OSHC.

What’s New

This lesson just covers changes to tax law and IRS procedures, with a lot of detail about
new legislation. For a broader list of changes impacting NH Tax-Aide counselors (i.e.,
scope and other policies and procedures) see NH Tax-Aide “What’s New for 2016”.

Course
Introduction

There is an error on screen 7; ignore the ‘teacher tools’.
Staying in scope is mentioned in this lesson. Remember to use our Scope Manual and
Pub 4012 with Tax-Aide modifications whenever scope differences are noted.
Additional training options: New volunteers may find the NTTC “01 Introduction to
Tax Law” and “03 Course Introduction” slides helpful.

Legislative
Extenders

If you are using Pub 4491 instead of the excerpts on L&L you will see Lesson 2 training for
four tax benefits that were extended for 2016 but scheduled to expire after this year.
Wait to study these topics along with related tax topics and this document will refer you to
the applicable pages of Pub 4491 when appropriate.

Affordable
Care Act

Wait to study this lesson (e.g., after lesson 29); it helps to understand other tax topics like
dependents and MAGI before tackling ACA. See the training below.

Filing Basics

This lesson contains a scope difference and several policies that are different for
Tax-Aide. Your Instructor/LC may have you read the “Tax-Aide Policies and Procedures
Training TY16” now. These slides are required training for Tax-Aide counselors; they
address photo ID and SSN/ITIN verification policies which are different for Tax-Aide vs.
the IRS policy explained in this lesson.
The following references are to the Tax-Aide “Policy and Procedures Manual 2016-2017”.
Some policies allow for state-specific policy, and some NH policies are stated here:


Do not complete Form 9452; it is out of scope (see the Scope Manual). See Policy
4.3.8 for Tax-Aide policy and procedures: Filing a return for taxpayers who are not
required to file can help prevent identity theft; Tax-Aide recommends taxpayers e-file
returns even if not required.
 See Policy 6.6: Taxpayers who are immediately known (i.e., you personally know
them, first and last name) do not need to present a photo ID.
 Policy 6.6 also contains a new requirement: MFJ taxpayers who are new to a site
L&L Training Supplement V2.docx 1/4/17
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must both present government issued photo ID, and if a spouse is unable to come to
the site identity can be validated by matching last year’s prepared return with other
tax documents. In NH: If the absent spouse is unable to come to the site the present
spouse must return with the 8879 signed by the absent spouse AND a government
photo ID of the absent spouse (or a copy). A counselor compares the absent spouse’s
signature on the 8879 to the signature on the government ID. Also: If a copy of the
return is provided to the present spouse before the absent spouse’s signature is
obtained, the counselor must write “NOT TO BE FILED” on each page of the return
AND the signature line on 1040, page 2.
See Policy 6.7: Tax-Aide volunteers can use last year’s return to verify SSN/ITIN if
the preferred card or letter (or copy) is not provided. In NH: Seeing the actual
copy of the SS card is expected; Policy 6.7 can be used in rare instances, and last year’s
return cannot be used if it was prepared by the taxpayer. Also, the actual card is
needed if you need to see notations (i.e., if the card says “VALID FOR WORK ONLY
WITH DHS AUTHORIZATION”) to prepare the return.
Policy 6.7: Provides guidance about using documentation with truncated SSN/ITIN.

Additional training is available in the NTTC “07 Filing Basics” slides.
Dependency
Exemptions

Additional training: After this lesson* review the Tax-Aide “Resource Tool For Tax
Counselors” (also referred to as the “Trifold” or “QC/QR flowcharts”).
The Trifold is a laminated document, and use of it is strongly recommended. Most
volunteers find it very helpful for analyzing situations with potential dependents. Use the
Trifold with Pub 4012 when completing exercises and practice returns.
Additional training options: This topic is complex, for more training regarding
dependents, including training on use of the Trifold with lots of examples, see the NTTC
“09 Exemptions” slides. Trifold content starts around slide 50. Also: The NTTC
Workbook contains Filing Status and Exemption Exercises.
Policy difference: If a client requires Form 8332 ensure it is in good order, but do not
mail it with 8453. See “Completing the Return” below for comments about Form 8453.
* Your Instructor/LC may have you study the Trifold later than this lesson; some students
find it easier to look at the Trifold after studying tax benefits related to dependents.

TSO

Once you have completed the “Unique Filing Status and Exemption Situations” lesson you
have studied the tax topics needed for the first section completed on TSO (“Basic
Information”), and can start working with the software.
Training: There are many options, see your Instructor/LC for instructions.
Options on nhtaxhelp.org: NH Tax-Aide “Getting Started on TaxSlayer” document and
“Self-Study Practice Scenarios - Smith”.

Income

There is a scope difference for Tax-Aide: State Tax Refunds for any prior year are in
scope IF the refund is clearly fully taxable or nontaxable.
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For additional training, see the NTTC “14 Income - State Tax Refunds” slides. They
address complex situations re: calculating the taxable amount as well as a workaround for
a possible TSO error in the refund worksheet (use of the Bogart Tax Refund Calculator is
noted in the slides and Pub 4012 with modifications).
Your Instructor/LC may consider this topic out of scope; it is complex and rarely applies to
NH clients but may be relevant if your site prepares MA, ME or VT returns.
NEW: Instead of entering amounts exactly as reported in the boxes of Form 1099-MISC,
on TSO enter based on how the income needs to be reported on the 1040. Pub 4012
modifications contains guidance and examples.

Income –
Business

There is an error on screen 22 of this lesson (it was reported, may be fixed): Case Study
1 gives the correct answer as $2574, but it is $2520 (which is in the answer explanation).
There are several Tax-Aide scope differences with regard to this lesson:





The election to expense de minimus business asset purchases is a NEW topic for us:
It is not addressed in this lesson you will not see any TSO updates in PL, but guidance
will be addressed in the updated Pub 4012. There is also training in the NTTC “16
Income Business” slides and “Schedule C Guidelines Summary”.
Form 1099-K is in scope IF not rental income (e.g., Airbnb) and IF no adjustments are
made to the amounts reported on the form.
Leases >30 days are in scope IF the equipment rented is NOT a vehicle (Scope Manual,
Schedule C). Note that calculating the deduction for a vehicle involves reduction by an
“inclusion amount” and this calculation is out of scope.

Note: Qualified Medicaid Waiver payments are included on a Schedule C only if the
activity is the taxpayer’s business. If not a business, see “Other Income” below for
content re: these excludable Difficulty of Care payments.
Additional Training: For most volunteers (and passing the test) the L&L lesson is
sufficient training. But this topic can be complicated, taxpayers often need our guidance,
and many taxpayer situations are out of scope for us. It is important to use our
resources during the interview to properly identify and report this income.






For more guidance and coverage of complex business topics see the “Schedule C
Guidelines Summary” (a good reference for tax season).
You may also want to look through the NTTC “16 Income Business” slides. Other
than Schedule C instructions (and related IRS publications) there is little guidance
elsewhere on determining business income vs other income vs hobby/not for profit
income.
Pub 583 “Starting a Business and Keeping Records” is a helpful resource to point out to
your clients who need guidance re: their self-employment.
Our clients rarely require NH business returns, but if gross receipts exceed $50,000
the need to file should be investigated: revenue.nh.gov/forms/business-tax.htm
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TRAINING INFORMATION
There are two scope differences in this lesson:




Bonds are not mentioned at all, but for Tax-Aide bond transactions are in scope IF:
o they matured (redeemed or matured bonds are not a sale, but are entered to
TSO and reported to the IRS similarly to a sale), or
o they were sold with no gain or loss, or
o the sale is reported on a brokerage statement with a capital gain or loss only
(ordinary income/loss is out of scope)
Worthless securities are not out of scope for Tax-Aide: This involves a security that
becomes totally worthless (“0”, not even $.01) during the year and is reported on a
brokerage statement. It’s not a sale, but the loss of value is reported on the tax return
similarly to a sales transaction.

Policy difference: Entry of summarized transactions with code M is not explained in
Pub 4491. If you consolidate entries using the client’s broker statement you do not
necessarily need to mail it in; see comments in “Completing the Return” re” Form 8453.
Additional training option: Review the NTTC “17 Income – Capital Gains or Losses”
slides. In addition to content on Tax-Aide scope topics (bonds are around slide 23,
worthless securities around slide 93) the code M process and several other topics are
addressed in more detail.
Income –
Retirement
Income

Not mentioned in this lesson: Form 4852 can be used for a missing 1099-R.
training read NTTC slide lesson “18 Retirement Income” (around slide 70).

For

And there are several Tax-aide scope differences:





1099-R, Box 7 codes listed as out-of-scope in Pub 4012 in scope for Tax-Aide = 6, U and
W; code J if no exception (TSO prompts completion of Form 8606 Part III which not
necessary; Form 5329 is required); and code T if the distribution is not taxable.
Additional training: NTTC “18 Retirement Income” slides (around slide 12).
Form 8606 (Part I only) is in scope for distribution of nondeductible IRA contributions.
Additional training: NTTC “18 Retirement Income” slides (around slide 22). You
may also find it helpful to look at Form 8606 and instructions.
Tax-Aide can use Form 5329, Part IX to waive the additional tax for excess
accumulation; this is covered under “Other Taxes” below.

Additional info re: 1099-R Box 7coded “D”: Pub 4012 and the Scope Manual say Code
D is out of scope if Net Investment Income Tax applies but also note the following: 1)
The return is also out of scope if box 2 is blank/taxable amount is not determined because
the General Method (which is out of scope) would be necessary to calculate the taxable
amount and 2) This income is considered taxable interest by NH (see the NH DP-10
Reference).
NEW: Self Certification when 60 day rollover requirement is inadvertently missed by
the taxpayer. This is also addressed in the “What’s New” lesson above. There is little
information in Pub 4012, so look for updates. Additional training may be included in the
NTTC “18 Income Retirement” slides.
L&L Training Supplement V2.docx 1/4/17
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TSO Workaround: TSO does not properly calculate taxable retirement income or
provide necessary taxpayer information (future annual amounts and amount of basis
remaining is provided) when the simplified method is required or when a retired PSO
excludes insurance premiums. Do not use the TSO worksheet; instead use the
Simplified Method Calculator on OSHC>Tax Training>Tools>2016 Tax Prep Tools and
Helpful Weblinks (there are a number of things listed, scroll down to the “Bogart
Calculators”). A link to this tool is also included on nhtaxhelp.org.
The process: Complete the Simplified Method Calculator, obtain taxable income for this
year, enter the amount to box 2a on TSO, print for the taxpayer’s records. For additional
training see the NTTC “18 Retirement Income” slides (around slide 55).
Also: For RRB-1099 be careful when using Quick File: Enter “SSA” to get the correct
form (this may be fixed on TSO, or Pub 4012 modifications may include this information).

Income –
Schedules K-1
and Rental

Be careful: Much of the rental income content applies only to active duty military
taxpayers whose returns are prepared and QR’d by volunteers with “Military” certification.
There is also a scope difference for Tax-Aide in this lesson: Income for land rental is in
scope IF there are no related expenses (note property taxes can be deducted on Schedule
A). For training see the NTTC “19 Rent and Royalty” slides.
Clarification: 4491, 13-10 notes that income from rental of personal residence for < 15
days is not reportable. If a 1099-MISC is received for this income a Tax-Aide volunteer can
complete Schedule E to enter the income from the 1099-MISC (and enter the amount to
line 19 as an expense so nets to “0”).

Income –
Social
Security
Benefits
Income Other Income

There is a Tax-Aide scope difference: The US has treaties with Canada and Germany
that provide for treatment of their social security-like retirement benefits as if they are US
social security when paid to a US resident. We can prepare returns with these Canadian
or German benefits IF the distribution is provided in US$. See Pub 17 for the tax law.
Be careful:

This lesson contains curriculum relating to “International” certification.

There is also a scope difference: Long-term care insurance payments reported to
taxpayers on Form 1099-LTC are in scope for Tax-Aide; Form 8853 is required. For
training see NTTC “23 Income Other” slides (covered around slide 13). You may also
find it helpful to look at the Form 8853 Instructions or Pub 17.
Note: This lesson only addresses cancellation of credit card debt: See Pub 4491 page
2-5 to 2-19 for training re: expiring provision for exclusion of cancelled principal
residence mortgage debt. Also see the updates Pub 4012 for guidance re: Q2 on page
D-51. For additional training see NTTC “23a COD – Principal Residence” slides and the
Tax-Aide “Mortgage COD Flowchart 2016.pdf” reference.
Note: Qualified Medicaid Waiver Payments are mentioned at 4491, 16-2, but for a better
explanation & TSO entry see the NTTC “23 Income Other” slides (around slide 27).
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Adjustments
to Income

There is a scope difference in this lesson: Form 8606 Part I is in scope for Tax-Aide
volunteers. For training see the NTTC “24 Adjustments to Income” slides (starting
around slide 24) and Pub 4012 Modifications; you may also want to look at Form 8606 and
Instructions.
Note the TIP on Pub 4491, 18-1 to read Pub 4491, 2-1 to 2-4 re: the expiring tuition and
fees adjustment. Or wait and study this with the other “Education Benefits” below.

Itemized
Deductions

There are two Tax-Aide scope differences in this lesson:



Non-cash charitable contributions are in scope IF over $500 but less than $5,000. Form
8283 is required. For training see the NTTC “26 Itemized Deductions” slides (around
slide 45); you may also review Form 8283 instructions or Pub 17.
In the past the 2106-EZ was in scope, but not the 2106. The 2106-EZ is not
supported by TSO, however, so the 2106 must be used. Scope is still limited to
deduction of employee business expenses when unreimbursed and standard mileage
is used. For additional training see the NTTC “26 Itemized Deductions’” slides
(around slide 53, most content is in the notes). You may also read 4491 Lesson 22, or
the Forms 2106/2106EZ and instructions.
In the “Advanced” certification path you
will not see this “Military” lesson. Avoid other “Military” content (i.e., any
reimbursement is only in scope for “Military” certified volunteers preparing/QRing
returns for active duty taxpayers).

Note the TIP at Pub 4491, 21-5 to read Pub 4491, 2-4 re: the expiring mortgage insurance
premium deduction.
Education
Credits

All education benefits are addressed here, similar to Pub 4012 where the Education
Benefits Tab J covers income, adjustments and credit topics related to education.
Pub 4491 addresses education topics in several lessons: The educator expense
adjustment at page vi and 18-2, the adjustment for tuition & fees at page 2-1, scholarship
income at page 9-5, the adjustment for student loan interest at page 18-9, work-related
itemized deductions at page 21-11, and the education credits in lesson 24. Note that
work-related education is not addressed in lesson 10, but can be a valid business expense.
Also note:
 This lesson does not address a TSO problem: See “Earned Income Credit” below for
information about new requirements re: Form 8867.
 Form 1099-Q is used for distributions from ABLE and education accounts. Both are
in scope as long as the distribution does not exceed qualified expenses (see 4491 16-3
and 16-17).
Education expenses can be complex; your instructor/LC will tell you which of these
training approaches apply to you:

New volunteers or volunteers at sites that see few clients with higher education expenses:
 Read the Pub 4491 lessons cited above
L&L Training Supplement V2.docx 1/4/17
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Refer to Pub 4012, Tab D (Form 1099-Q distributions), Tab H (early distributions for
higher education expenses) and Tab J.
Your instructor/LC may have you to read some NTTC “28 Education Benefits” slides.

Experienced volunteers who handle clients with complex education expense situations:
 Read the NTTC “28 Education Benefits” slides for comprehensive information on
education-related tax law, use of the Tax-Aide “Education Calculator”, and examples of
complicated situations. There is an example and video tour in the instructions tab of
the “Education Calculator”.
 You may also find the Tax-Aide “Education Cookbook” reference helpful.
Child Tax
Credit
Miscellaneous
Credits
Other Taxes

This lesson does not note a TSO problem: See “Earned Income Credit” below for
information about new requirements for CTC and ACTC re: Form 8867.
Note the TIP at Pub 4491, 27-1 to read Pub 4491, 2-4 to 2-5 re: the expiring residential
energy credit
There are two Tax-Aide scope differences:




Form 5329, Part IX can be completed to waive the additional tax for excess
accumulation, or failure to take RMD. For additional training see the NTTC “32 Other
Taxes” slides (around slide 16). TSO Problem: The software is not expected to be
updated until production, see Pub 4012 with modifications for guidance and examples
(starting on page H-2).
The Alternative Minimum Tax (“AMT”) is OOS, and rarely applies to our clients.
References instruct to enter PAB interest to Form 6251, and if AMT is calculated an on
1040 line 45 the return is out of scope. If you can, it is best to note during the
interview if AMT might apply so you can warn the taxpayer. There are other
situations, but generally watch for PAB interest (1099-INT box 9) and clients with very
high income. For more information see Form 6251 and instructions.

Note:
Earned
Income Credit

Affordable
Care Act

Use of form 5329 was also mentioned in the “Income – Retirement” lesson.

TSO problem: The IRS requires paid preparers to complete Form 8867 when
CTC/ACTC, AOTC or EIC is claimed on a return. It has been required of them for EIC for
years, and its use was expanded to the other credits for 2016 returns. Form 8867 is not
required of volunteer preparers, but TSO does not allow us to bypass it. So for this
year we need to complete it. Entry guidance is provided in updated Pub 4012.
See your Instructor/LC re: this lesson, there are many training options. Little has
changed in tax law, and L&L provides the training needed to pass the test, but this topic
can be complex, TSO handles ACA very differently/provides less assistance than our
previous software, and what is in scope varies by site/volunteer.

Important: IRS has advised Tax-Aide that a taxpayer can elect to not claim a dependent
in order to avoid SRP, but this is not reflected in IRS/TSO/TON/CBPP materials.
Consider other tax benefits along with the SRP to ensure the most beneficial refund/tax
due amount. If not claimed a dependent MAY still qualify as a QC for EIC.
L&L Training Supplement V2.docx 1/4/17
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Training for new volunteers and others who prepare only basic ACA returns:
 Read 4491 Lesson 3, with Pub 4012 (with Pub 4491-X updates)
 (Returning volunteers) See NH Tax-Aide “What is New for 2016” for changes; the key
change is TSO, which handles ACA very differently than our old software.
 Use Pub 4012 with modifications for entry information.
 Watch the CBPP 20 minute video (if available/appropriate).
 The “Working with the Affordable Care Act” brainshark video (on the PL home page) is
short and has some good content, but some is beyond your scope and some TSO
screens may be outdated.
 Practice: L&L interactive material is sufficient for the test and ACA you will see
during tax season; some content is even a bit complex (don’t get bogged down, don’t try
to memorize tax law, use your references). See your Instructor re: NTTC Workbook
returns and ACA exercises, and Pub 5157-A (much content is complex).
 Your Instructor may also have you look at select NTTC “36 Affordable Care Act” slides
or the CBPP Tax Preparer Guide to the ACA if updated for 2016.
Training for experienced volunteers who prepare complex ACA returns:
 See NH Tax-Aide “What is New for 2016” for changes; note TSO handles ACA very
differently than our old software. Use Pub 4012 with modifications for entry
information.
 TSO does not have a worksheet for calculating the Affordability exception. The
Bogart calculator (on OSHC), used with Form 8965 instructions, is recommended for
this calculation. See comments below re: the NTTC slides for training.
 For presentations of complex PTC and exceptions, including TSO entries, watch the
CBPP 2016 ACA webinars at http://www.healthreformbeyondthebasics.org/ (ignore
the 2015 webinars!). Don’t just download the slides, they do not contain information
from the webinar audio. And disregard the content about a dependent the taxpayer
“can’ claim; it is contrary to what the IRS has told Tax-Aide.
 Also look at the CBPP site for Resources for Tax Preparers(updates are expected).
 There is also a long (1:46) and very comprehensive ACA webinar from TON at
https://www.webcaster4.com/Webcast/Page/1104/17616. Disregard comments
about a dependent a taxpayer CAN claim; it is contrary to what the IRS has told us.
 Practice: There are a lot of practice options in the NTTC Workbook returns and ACA
exercises, and Pub 5157-A.
 NTTC “36 Affordable Care Act” slides, which include content on complex ACA topics
(including Affordability exception starting on slide 76 of Release 2 of the slides, the
Bogart calculator is referenced) and many examples.
 You may also find the CBPP Tax Preparer Guide to the ACA helpful if updated for 2016.
 TSO Problem: ACA updates for 2016 are significant, and will not be made to prior
year software. Clients who received APTC in a prior year and did not file a return
may come in to file this year; be careful with the TSO entries.

Refund and
Amount of
Tax Owed

New:

Form 9465 can be efiled with the return.

See your Instructor/LC about procedures at your site regarding a Tax-Aide policy
difference with regard to use of non-verified account information. See the Tax-Aide
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Policy and Procedures Manual, 6.12.
Reminder: For federal returns calculation of the penalty for underpayment is out of
scope. Form 2210 is out of scope, but may generate on TSO if a penalty applies. See
the updated Pub 4012 for information on making sure 1040, line 79 is “0”.

Completing
the Return

Ignore content about 7216 in this lesson; we don’t gather taxpayer information.
There is a Tax-Aide policy difference with regard to Form 8453 processing: IRS
materials say to mail the 8453 (and a copy of the related Form 8332, broker statement or
POA) to them. It MAY be possible to scan and e-file these documents on TSO (IF your site
has a scanner), but for most the policy is as follows:
Do not mail the 8453, etc. for the client; we do not take possession of taxpayer documents.
See your Instructor/LC about procedures for your site, but NH policy is to advise the
taxpayer that the IRS does not typically request these documents and they should keep the
documents available in the rare instance that the IRS asks for them.

Amended and
Prior Year
Returns

Note the following Tax-Aide policy difference: Prior year returns can only be prepared
and quality reviewed by volunteers certified for the relevant tax year (Policy Manual
4.3.4).
For training on TSO entries, see the 1040X Training Video and Mini Guide in the
VITA/TCE Blog on Practice Lab; there is also guidance in Pub 4012 Modifications.

Practice
General State
Return and
NH Form
DP-10

See your Instructor/LC for instructions re: NTTC Workbook practice returns.
For general information about state returns on TSO: See the “Completing a State Return”
brainshark on Practice Lab, Pub 4012 with modifications (NOTE the index doesn’t help
locate everything, use search and “state return”).
TSO problem relating to all state returns: If filing status is changed in Basic
Information after starting to prepare/completing a state return the state forms will be
deleted by TSO.
The DP-10: Is not in Practice Lab; there is no practice return. For early training,
review the DP-10 Form, Instructions and Checklist from NH DRA www.revenue.nh.gov.
In late January a video demo of DP-10 Preparation and “NH DP-10 Reference” are planned
(see nhtaxhelp.org).
Note: There is an incorrect comment in Pub 4012, K-13 that NH forms won’t be available
on TSO. While the DP-10 is not expected in PL, it will be in production.
If directed by your instructor also read the instructions and forms relating to business
income, which may apply to clients with self-employment gross receipts > $50,000.
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TRAINING INFORMATION
If in scope per your Instructor/LC: Read the NH Tax-Aide “MA Form 1 NR Reference”
and review the Form 1 Instructions from MA DOR www.mass.gov/dor/
Prepare the “Clark MA NR Practice Return” using 2015 PL.
available on 2016 PL this practice may be updated.

ME
Non-resident
Form 1040
ME TaxAide
training
VT
Non-resident
Form IN-111

If in scope per your Instructor/LC:
at www.maine.gov/revenue/

Note:

When MA forms are

Review the ME Form 1040 Instructions from ME DOR

Prepare the “Hudson ME & VT NR Practice Return” using 2015 PL and complete the quiz.
Note: When ME forms are available on 2016 PL this practice may be updated.
If in scope per your Instructor/LC: Review the VT Form IN-111 Instructions from VT
DOR at tax.vermont.gov/
Prepare the “Hudson ME& VT NR Practice Return” using 2015 PL and complete the quiz.
Note: When VT forms are available on 2016 PL this practice may be updated.
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